
Full-range Dolby Atmos sound bar with built-in subwoofers and crystal-clear dialogue  
to create a powerful home theater surround sound experience.

Dolby Atmos 2.1 sound bar with Bluetooth  
and integrated down-firing subwoofers

HIGHLIGHTS YOUR BENEFITS

3D audio with Dolby Atmos
Dolby Atmos delivers spectacular, immersive 3D audio for the perfect cinema experience.  
Enjoy enhanced bass, crystal-clear dialogue, and enveloping sound.

Full-range audio
With two built-in down-firing subwoofers, dual mid-range drivers and tweeters, you  
enjoy an amazing movie and TV show audio experience when you upgrade to Denon  
premium-quality sound.

Wireless music streaming Easily stream your favorite music directly from your smart device to your sound bar via Bluetooth.

4K HDMI with Audio Return Channel
Send the audio from the streaming apps built into your smart TV to the sound bar with  
4K UHD HDMI (1 in/1 out with eARC) via the included HDMI cable.

Denon Dialog Enhancer
Denon Dialog Enhancer improves dialogue clarity with three different modes—ideal for movies  
and TV shows. Turn up the dialogue without having to adjust the overall volume.

Low-profile design and wall mountable
At 2" (60mm) tall, the Denon DHT-C210 can be placed in front of your TV without blocking its  
bottom edge or can be easily mounted.

Sound modes for any occasion
With four different sound modes—Movie, Night, Music, and Pure—you can choose the  
perfect mode for any occasion.

Pure mode Pair your smartphone or tablet with the DHT-C210 to easily stream music via Bluetooth.

Bluetooth compatibility
Eliminates surround processing by removing any adjusted audio characteristics  
for sound in its purest state.

Over 110 years of audio innovation
Founded in 1910, Denon enables the moments that matter through the relentless pursuit  
of quality, innovation, and audio performance. We innovate for a better experience.

SINCE 1910 | DEFINING AUDIO EXCELLENCE

DENON DHT-C210 
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Dolby Atmos   
Enjoy immersive 3D sound for the perfect cinematic 
experience. Feel every dimension in Dolby Atmos.

Dolby Vision  
Dolby Vision is a stunning HDR imaging technology that brings 
extraordinary color, contrast, and brightness to the screen. See 
what you’ve been missing.

Bluetooth Streaming  
Connect and play music directly from your smartphone, tablet, 
or other compatible device.

4K  
Cinematic TV with nuanced contrast, detailed imaging,  
brilliant colors, and depth. Supports 4K TVs for video as 
detailed as it sounds. 

eARC  
HDMI input and output features Enhanced Audio Return 
Channel (eARC) to receive the highest quality audio from a 
single cable connection between the soundbar and your TV.

Denon Dialog Enhancer  
Choose from three distinct levels of enhancement to 
reproduce clear, crisp dialogue and never miss a word  
of your favorite movie or TV show.

Pure audio mode  
Eliminates surround processing by removing any adjusted 
audio characteristics for sound in its purest state. 

110+ years of firsts in audio technology  
Founded in 1910, Denon has a deep heritage of “firsts” 
in audio technology—from Japan’s first audio electronics 
manufacturer to producing the world’s first commercial CDs. 
This focused investment in audio R&D ensures you get the 
latest technology and highest quality with every listening 
experience.

Acoustic System 2.1 (6 drivers)

HDMI: eARC Yes

Digital Optical Input Yes

Analog Input Yes

HDMI Input Yes

Subwoofer Output Yes

Simple One Wire Setup Yes

Bluetooth (A2DP) Yes

Dolby Atmos Yes

Dolby Digital decoding Yes

Sound Modes Yes

Denon Dialog Enhancer Yes

General

Available Color: Black Yes

Standby Consumption 1.7W

Deep Standby Consumption 0.5W

Auto Power Off Yes

Dimensions (mm) 890 x 120 x 67 

Dimensions (in) 35 x 4.7 x 2.6 

Weight (kg) 3.6

Weight (lb) 7.94

Control

Control Buttons Yes

Remote Control Yes

TV Remote  
Learning Function Yes

Installation

Keyhole Style Wall Mount Yes

Tabletop Placement Yes

Installation

Keyhole Style Wall Mount Yes

Tabletop Placement Yes
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